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STEP

4

母音①
母音が４つ以上の単語

最初の母音を強く発音する語
['i'i]…cakeの a P.292

[/u/u]…hopeの o P.292

[];];]…feelの ee P.292

[j\;j\;]…cuteの u P.293

[\;\;]…ruleの u P.293

強い母音

強い母音

強い母音

強い母音

強い母音

basically
We basically agree on this point.

supermarket* She went shopping at the supermarket.

stationery That store sells stationery.

roller coaster I don’t want to ride a roller coaster again.

ecosystem We should protect our ecosystem.

usually* I usually get up late on Sundays.
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actually* He is actually a very rich man.

absolutely Your answer is absolutely right.

agriculture
Agriculture is the basis of all 
civilizations.

gradually Our economy is gradually improving.

practically He is practically a member of my family.

January* The festival is held in January.

category
Don’t put me in the same category as 
you.

naturally If possible, I want to die naturally.

laboratory
He is conducting an experiment in the 
laboratory.

母音②
母音が４つ以上の単語

最初の母音を強く発音する語
[!!]…batの a P.293

[]]]…bigの i P.294

強い母音

強い母音

interested* I’m interested in computer science.

interesting*
The movie was very interesting and 
exciting.

illustrator She is my favorite illustrator.

literacy
It is important to teach children media 
literacy.

literary It is difficult to translate literary works.

literally Please translate the sentence literally.

literature She won the Nobel Prize in Literature.

dictionary*
Consult the dictionary if you come 
across a new word.

difficulty*
He completed the work with great 
difficulty.

military He was in military service for two years.

kindergarten* My daughter goes to kindergarten now.

spiritual
He needed both spiritual and material 
support.

seriously
I’m not an expert, so don’t take my 
words too seriously.

businessman
He was very successful as a 
businessman.

obviously
She was obviously angry with him for 
lying to her.

voluntary
Your participation is completely 
voluntary.

[^̂]…jobの o P.295強い母音

complicated This game is too complicated for me.
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elevator* We took the elevator to the 60th floor.

escalator Don’t run on the escalator!

everybody*
A friend to everybody is a friend to 
nobody.〈格言〉

anybody* Is there anybody who can help me?

ceremony*
I took a day off to attend my son’s 
graduation ceremony.

secondary
For him, money is of secondary 
importance.

secretary She was employed as a secretary.

centimeter
The snow lay almost 50 centimeters 
deep.

['']…bedの e P.295強い母音

temporary
The government built temporary shelters 
for people who lost their homes.

temperature* Today’s temperature is 35 degrees!

territory Each cat has its own territory.

television*
I don’t watch television as much as I 
used to.

February*
This year, February has twenty-nine 
days.

generally
He is generally regarded as one of the 
greatest scientists in history.

necessary*
Mutual respect is necessary for 
successful communication.

helicopter
Fifteen people were rescued by 
helicopter from the roofs of their homes.

relatively
This question is relatively easy to 
answer.

watermelon
In my opinion, watermelon is the best 
summer fruit.

母音③
母音が４つ以上の単語

最初の母音を強く発音する語
[%;%;]…callの a P.296

[=;R=;R]…birdの ir P.297

強い母音

強い母音

virtually
It is virtually impossible to make him 
change his mind.
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[%;R%;R]…forkの or P.297強い母音

ordinary*
I’m not a hero.  I’m just an ordinary man.

fortunately
Fortunately, the rain stopped just before 
we left the hotel.

occasionally I occasionally go fishing with my father.

Canadian*
She is from Montreal, which is a 
beautiful Canadian city.

society*
Technology has a huge impact on 
society today.

variety Variety is the spice of life.〈格言〉

anxiety
She was shaking with anxiety before 
going on stage.

母音①
母音が４つ以上の単語

２番目の母音を強く発音する語
['i'i]…cakeの a P.298

[[i[i]…riceの i P.298

強い母音

強い母音

relationship*
I have a good relationship with my 
colleagues and my boss.

environment*
It is becoming more and more important 
to protect the environment.

[^;R^;R]…parkの ar P.297強い母音

architecture
This shrine is a beautiful example of 
Japanese traditional architecture.
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[];];]…feelの ee P.299強い母音

ingredient
What is the active ingredient in this 
medicine?

appreciate I really appreciate your help.

increasingly
They became increasingly excited as 
the game went on.

immediate
The medicine had an immediate effect.

immediately
The ambulance came immediately and 
took him to the hospital.

[/u/u]…hopeの o P.299強い母音

negotiate
It was very difficult to negotiate with 
them.

associate
Rainbows are often associated with 
hope and good luck.

emotional
I am deeply grateful for your emotional 
support.

appropriate
Running shoes are not appropriate for 
tennis.

community*
Gradually they were accepted by the 
local community.

communicate*
Many animals use sound to 
communicate with each other.

unusual
It was unusual for her to be silent for so 
long.

[j\;j\;]…cuteの u P.300

[\;\;]…ruleの u P.300

強い母音

強い母音

illuminate
Nagoya TV Tower is illuminated at night 
with a variety of colors. enthusiasm

She was welcomed with enthusiasm 
everywhere.
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vocabulary
This book will be very helpful for 
increasing your vocabulary.

mechanical
The plane made an emergency landing 
because of a mechanical problem.

capacity
The stadium was filled to its maximum 
capacity.

apparently
Apparently, she comes from a wealthy 
family.

imaginary
All the characters in this story are 
imaginary.

humanity
Nuclear weapons are the common 
enemy of humanity. 

reality
Sometimes I feel like escaping from 
reality for a while.

analysis
She made an analysis of the political 
situation in the country.

elaborate
We have made elaborate preparations 
for the festival.

ambassador
Do you know who the US ambassador 
to Japan is?

spectacular The fireworks show was spectacular.

congratulate We congratulated him for his victory.

母音②
母音が４つ以上の単語

２番目の母音を強く発音する語
[!!]…batの a P.300

[]]]…bigの i P.301

強い母音

強い母音

additional
Is there any additional information about 
that?

traditional*
Tanabata is a Japanese traditional 
festival.

anticipate I didn’t anticipate any trouble at all.

participate
She couldn’t participate in the 
competition because of illness.

superior He is superior to me in everything.

interior
The interior of the house was really 
nice.

activity* This street is always full of activity.

particular
She started crying for no particular 
reason.

particularly
Do you like horror movies? ― No, not 
particularly.

participant
There were more than fifty participants 
in the contest.

material*
What materials do you use for teaching?

mysterious
The woman in this painting has a 
mysterious smile.

eliminate
The risk cannot be completely 
eliminated.

delivery Please send this by special delivery.

political*
He is one of the greatest political 
leaders of our time.

original*
The stolen car was returned to its 
original owner.

originally*
This poem was originally written in 
French.

refrigerator Please put the milk in the refrigerator.
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magnificent
From the tower, you can enjoy a 
magnificent view of the big city.

significant
He made a significant discovery in the 
field of medical science.

significance
At the time, I didn’t understand the 
significance of his work.

facility
There is a new research facility in this 
town.

considerable
The fire caused considerable damage to 
the building.

ability*
She has the ability to make friends with 
anyone.

ridiculous Who made these ridiculous rules?

experience* Experience is the best teacher.〈格言〉

['']…bedの e P.304強い母音

biology
He is a professor of biology at the 
University of Tokyo.

ecology She is studying ecology at university.

psychology
I have been interested in psychology 
since I was in high school.

technology*
As technology advances, people’s roles 
will have to change.

geography
Which do you prefer, history or 
geography?

photography
Smartphones have made photography 
easier than ever.

democracy
Democracy cannot exist without 
freedom of speech.

harmonica
My first musical instrument was a 
harmonica.

thermometer The thermometer says 30 degrees.

kilometer* I walked about 10 kilometers today.

philosophy He has his own philosophy of life.

economy
The local economy is largely dependent 
on agriculture.

cooperate
Everyone cooperated to complete the 
project.

apologize You ought to apologize to her.

phenomenon
A rainbow is a beautiful natural 
phenomenon.

photographer*
She became a well-known sports 
photographer.

equality
Equality of opportunity is the basis of 
democracy.

eventually
He eventually returned to his hometown 
and opened a cafe there.

development*
The development of a child is greatly 
influenced by the environment.

investigate
The police have already begun to 
investigate the accident.

[^̂]…jobの o P.303強い母音
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especially*
I love movies, especially romantic 
comedies.

experiment1*
He admitted the experiment was a 
complete failure.

experiment2
I like to experiment with different 
recipes.

intelligent*
Do you believe there is other intelligent 
life in the universe?

intelligence* AI stands for artificial intelligence.

contemporary
I’m especially interested in 
contemporary Japanese literature.

identify
The police managed to identify the 
suspect.

identity I was asked to show my identity card.

America*
The United States of America is located 
in North America.

American*
Steven Spielberg is my favorite 
American director.

executive
She became a chief executive at the age 
of thirty-seven.

inevitable
No one can avoid death.  It is inevitable.

necessity
Necessity is the mother of invention.
〈格言〉

professional* She wants to be a professional cook.

aquarium*
Okinawa Churaumi Aquarium is 
absolutely amazing!

[&&]…cupの u P.306

[\\]…pushの u P.306

強い母音

強い母音

accompany
Only two journalists were allowed to 
accompany the president.

uncomfortable
The bed was so uncomfortable that I 
couldn’t sleep well.

discovery*
He made an important scientific 
discovery.

industrial*
The world is now undergoing a new 
industrial revolution.

security
Network security is becoming more and 
more important.
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majority
The majority of the residents were 
opposed to the project.

minority
The rights of the minority must be 
respected and protected.

memorial
There are many war memorials 
throughout the world.

authority
I don’t have the power or authority to 
judge others.

historical
While in Rome, I visited many historical 
places.

母音③
母音が４つ以上の単語

２番目の母音を強く発音する語
[%;%;]…callの a P.306

[=;R=;R]…birdの ir P.307

[%;R%;R]…forkの or P.307

強い母音

強い母音

強い母音

emergency
This door can only be used in an 
emergency.

diversity
It is important to recognize and respect 
cultural diversity.

alternative
Many countries are making efforts to 
develop alternative energy sources.

conservative He is conservative in his political views.

unfortunately
Unfortunately, I have an engagement 
tonight. extraordinary

She has an extraordinary talent for 
acting.
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operation
He had a major operation on his 
stomach.

generation*
There is a serious generation gap today.

declaration
The Declaration of Independence was 
adopted on July 4,1776.

preparation
We have made careful preparations for 
the event.

inspiration
The experience gave him the inspiration 
for his first novel.

corporation
My cousin Lisa works for a large 
American corporation.

registration
Registration is needed to attend the 
online event.

illustration This book is full of lovely illustrations.

concentration Concentration is the key to success.

demonstration
We were given a demonstration of how 
to use the software.

imitation Children often learn by imitation.

invitation
Yesterday, I received an invitation to her 
wedding.

reputation
He has gained a good reputation as a 
reliable lawyer.

expectation
The Nagaoka Fireworks Festival was far 
beyond our expectations.

presentation*
He made an excellent presentation of 
the project.

transportation
There is public transportation from the 
airport to downtown.

education*
The government should invest more on 
education.

母音①
母音が４つ以上の単語

３番目の母音を強く発音する語
['i'i]…cakeの a P.308強い母音

application
I have submitted an application for 
membership in the club.

publication
The publication of the book changed her 
life completely.

animation* She loves Japanese animation.

information*
There is plenty of false information on 
the Internet.

explanation
His explanation was very easy to 
understand.

destination
We happened to have the same 
destination.

observation
This report is based on my own 
observations.

reservation
I made a reservation at a French 
restaurant.

situation*
Our situation is getting worse and 
worse.

graduation Do you have any plans after graduation?

regulation
There are strict regulations about where 
you can fly a drone.

simulation
Computer simulations are an effective 
research tool.

population*
Japan has a total population of 125 
million.

circulation
Good blood circulation is important for 
your health.

occupation
Please state your name, age, address 
and occupation.

conversation*
Yesterday, I had a pleasant conversation 
with a lady.

entertainer
He was a great artist and entertainer.

entertainment
Kabuki is a Japanese traditional 
entertainment.
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European
I have visited most European countries.

[];];]…feelの ee P.310

[j\;j\;]…cuteの u P.310

[\;\;]…ruleの u P.310

強い母音

強い母音

強い母音

unbelievable
The performance of the band was just 
unbelievable.

contribution
She made a great contribution to the 
development of medical science. distribution

The distribution of wealth is as 
important as its creation.

evolution
Natural selection is a key element of 
Darwin’s theory of evolution.

revolution
The Industrial Revolution began in the 
18th century in England.

institution
Museums are important educational 
institutions.

constitution
The U.S. Constitution guarantees 
fundamental human rights and 
freedoms.

opportunity
You should not miss the opportunity to 
join the team.

nationality
What is your nationality, and what 
language do you speak?

personality
He has a very strong and unique 
personality.

automatic I’m going to buy an automatic car.

democratic We live in a democratic society.

母音②
母音が４つ以上の単語

３番目の母音を強く発音する語
[!!]…batの a P.311強い母音

manufacture
The company manufactures a variety of 
toys and games.

satisfaction
Today, we discussed how to improve 
customer satisfaction.

popularity He is now at the peak of his popularity.

mathematics Mathematics requires logical thinking.

disadvantage
Every advantage has its disadvantage.
〈格言〉

international*
The occupation was found to be illegal 
by the International Court of Justice.
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exhibition*
The exhibition of contemporary art was 
a great success.

definition
There are as many definitions of 
happiness as there are people.

opposition
There was no opposition to the 
proposal.

composition
The composition of the painting is very 
simple.

competition*
At the age of fifteen, she entered an 
international piano competition.

politician She is a young and ambitious politician.

[]]]…bigの i P.312

[^̂]…jobの o P.313

['']…bedの e P.313

強い母音

強い母音

強い母音

scientific*
He dedicated his life to scientific 
research.

cafeteria*
I usually have lunch at my company 
cafeteria.

artificial*
These artificial flowers are made of 
plastic.

individual
We should treat our children as 
individuals.

possibility
Is there any possibility that he is still 
alive?

electricity*
The electricity shortage causes serious 
problems in hospitals.

biological
The use of chemical and biological 
weapons was banned in 1925.

psychological
Everyone has some degree of 
psychological issues.

economic
Today, we are going through a serious 
economic crisis.

economics
Economics is a tool for understanding 
and improving the world.

economical My new car is very economical.

curiosity
Young children are full of curiosity and 
imagination about the world.

electronic*
An electronic book, known as an 
e-book, is a digital version of a book.

elementary*
I have only an elementary knowledge of 
mathematics.

documentary
Last night, I watched an interesting TV 
documentary about war crimes.

unexpected The song became an unexpected big hit.

independent
Children should become independent 
as soon as possible.

independence
The thirteen colonies in North America 
fought against Britain for independence.
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academic
Academic freedom is guaranteed by the 
Constitution.

altogether
The plane got smaller and smaller and 
soon disappeared altogether.

fundamental
There have been some fundamental 
changes in our society.

intellectual IGO is a highly intellectual game.

overwhelming
She felt an overwhelming desire to see 
him again.

representative
He attended the meeting as a 
representative of the company.

necessarily
Being alone is not necessarily a bad 
thing.

eco-friendly I’m trying to live an eco-friendly life.

introduction
Thank you for the kind introduction and 
warm welcome.

[&&]…cupの u P.314強い母音

disappointment

To our great disappointment, the festival 
was canceled.

母音③
母音が４つ以上の単語

３番目の母音を強く発音する語
[%i%i]…coinの oi P.315

[=;R=;R]…birdの ir P.315

強い母音

強い母音

unemployment
Youth unemployment is a very serious 
social problem.

universal
Music is the universal language of 
humanity.

university*
The university is well known for its 
excellent teaching staff and facilities.

anniversary
I almost forgot our wedding anniversary.
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association
ASEAN stands for the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations.

pronunciation
Don’t worry about pronunciation too 
much.

imagination*
She has a very vivid and creative 
imagination.

examination
He passed the entrance examination for 
the university.

determination
He expressed his determination to 
complete the task.

discrimination
Racial discrimination still exists in our 
society.

cooperation
We greatly appreciate your cooperation 
in this matter.

consideration
After long consideration, she decided to 
accept the offer.

母音①

母音②

母音が４つ以上の単語

母音が４つ以上の単語

４番目の母音を強く発音する語

４番目の母音を強く発音する語

['i'i]…cakeの a P.316

[!!]…batの a P.317

[]]]…bigの i P.317

['']…bedの e P.318

強い母音

強い母音

強い母音

強い母音

administration
She is responsible for the administration 
of the school.

communication*

Effective communication is important 
for any business.

investigation
The police made a thorough 
investigation of the accident.

congratulation
We have received many messages of 
congratulations.

civilization
Ancient Greece is the origin of Western 
civilization.

organization*
He founded a volunteer organization of 
doctors.

recommendation

I want to see a movie today.  Do you 
have any recommendations?

enthusiastic She is an enthusiastic fan of the band. misunderstand Please don’t misunderstand what I said.

responsibility He has a strong sense of responsibility. characteristic
Diversity is a major characteristic of the 
United States and its culture.

environmental*
Environmental destruction has become 
a major global issue. nevertheless

He was very busy, but nevertheless tried 
his best to help me.


